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Solutions to Exercises – chapter 9 
 
9.1) Explain why mass spectrometers separate ion according to their 

m/z ratios. 

Ions move under the influence of an electromagnetic field within mass 

spectrometers. The trajectory of the ions is also influenced by the mass of the 

ions. This combined effect allows ions to be separated according to their 

mass / charge or m/z ratio. There are a number of detectors that are 

commonly used within mass spectrometers including quadrupole or time of 

flight based instruments that separate ions according to their m/z ratios. 

9.2) Why do double focusing mass spectrometers allow higher 

resolutions and narrower peaks to be obtained? 

Double focussing mass spectrometers exploit two focussing devices for ions 

within the mass spectrometer. This allows further separation of ions with 

similar m/z ratios – and so higher resolutions may be obtained.  

Electromagnets are firstly used to focus ions with similar m/z ratios. A device 

known as an electrostatic analyser consisting of a pair of plates across which 

a dc potential is applied is used to correct for the natural spread of kinetic 

energies of the ions within the instrument.  
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9.3) How do spectra from electron impact and chemical ionisation 

sources differ? 

Chemical ionisation sources typically cause less fragmentation than electron 

impact ionisation approaches - and so normally yield simpler spectra. 

9.4) Calculate the kinetic energy that a singly charged ion will acquire if 

accelerated through a potential of 1.2 x103V. 

Method: Calculate energy according to: 

Ekin = Eint + eV 

Answer: 

The energy acquired via acceleration through a potential of 1.2x103V 

therefore = 1.602x10-34 x 1.2x103 J = 1.9224x10-31 J 

9.5) Calculate the energy in J/mol that electrons acquire as they are 

accelerated through a potential of 100V. 

E = eV 

Answer: 
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The energy electrons require therefore is equivalent to 1.602x10-34 x 100 = 

1.602x10-32 J. 

9.6) Why are spark source mass spectrometers normally designed to be 

double focussing? 

Spark ionisation source mass spectrometers are normally designed to be 

double focussing to allow efficient separation of ions. Spark ionisation sources 

often create many daughter ions due to extensive fragmentation. These 

require further separation of ions in order to prevent spectra from being too 

complex. 

 
9.7) A molecular ion has a mass equivalent to 59.97; suggest the identity 

of the parent molecule. 

 
C3H7OH 
 
 
 
 
9.8) A compound shows a peak within a mass spectrum at m/z 145. 

Where might you expect a peak for an ion formed via the loss of CH3? 

 
CH3 is equivalent to 15 
 
145-15 = 130 
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9.9) Identify the main peaks within a simplified mass spectrum of 1-
butene as below: 
 

 
 
 
 
56: CH2=CHCH2CH3

.+ 

55: CH2=CHCH2CH2
.+ 

41: CH2=CHCH2
.+ 

39: C3H3.+ 

 

9.10) Identify the main peaks within a simplified mass spectrum of 

cyclohexanol as below: 

 
 
 
100: C6H11OH.+ 
 
82: C6H9

.+ 
 
71: C5H10

.+ 
 
67: C5H7.+ 
 
57: C4H9

.+ 
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9.11) Identify the main peaks within a simplified mass spectrum of 

methylenechloride as below: 

 
 

 
 
 
88: 37Cl2CH2

.+  
 
86: 37Cl35ClCH2

.+ 
 
84: 35Cl2CH2

.+ 
 
51: 37ClCH2

+ 
 
49: 35ClCH2

+ 
 
 
9.12) Identify the main peaks within a simplified mass spectrum of 

ethylbenzene as below: 

 

 
 
 
106: C6H11CH2CH3

.+  

91: tropylium ion 
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77: phenyl 

65: retro-Diels-Alders of 91 

51: retro-Diels-Alders of 77 

39: cyclopropenium 

 

9.13) Identify the main peaks within a simplified mass spectrum of 

cyclohexane as below: 

 

 
 
 

84: C6H6
.+ 

69: this corresponds to a ring opening, hydrogen rearrangement and 

cleavage  

(-CH3) 

56:  cleavage after ring opening (-C2H4) 

 

 

9.14) Compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages 

associated with quadrupole and magnetic sector analysers. 
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Quadrupole mass analysers offer very fast analyses - in the order of 100ns 

time scales or less. This means analytes may be analysed in real-time as they 

elute from a chromatographic column - and are often employed as detectors 

within GC-MS systems. 

 

Magnetic sector analysers are amongst the simplest and therefore the least 

expensive of mass analysers. The resolution of magnetic sector mass 

spectrometers is, in practice, limited by the natural distribution of kinetic 

energies of ions emerging from the ion source. 

 
 
 
9.15) How might mass spectrometry be used in the sequencing of 

polypeptides and proteins. 

 

Mass spectrometry and in particular tandem mass spectrometry may be used 

to: (a) determine the sequence of the amino acids within a protein; (b) 

calculate the total molecular weight of a protein and (c): quantify the amount 

of a particular protein within a mixture.  

 

Samples are normally ionised via FAB, ESI and MALDI approaches since 

these most readily give rise to fragmentation reactions that facilitate structural 

determinations. 

 

Fragmentation reactions often help to quantify the relative composition of a 

mixture in more complex samples.  
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9.16) How might oligosaccharides be analysed by mass spectrometry? 
 

FAB-tandem mass spectrometry is the most widely used approach for 

analysing oligosaccharides via mass spectrometry, although ESI techniques 

are also used in some instances. Both of these approaches yield 

fragmentation ions following cleavage of glycosidic bonds. In some cases 

spectra allow us to predict both the total molecular weight of an 

oligosaccharide and its structure, even though this requires very careful 

interpretation. 

 
 
 
9.17) Discuss the use of mass spectrometry in proteomics. 

 

Mass spectrometry peptide sequencing is performed by tandem mass 

spectrometry. Peptide sequencing is of immense importance to the field of 

proteomics. Peptides tend to fragment in a predictable manner to give ions 

that may be easily identified, and it is this information that may be used for 

peptide sequencing.  

Peptides fragment along the peptide backbone - and this may be also be 

accompanied by some side chain fragmentation. It is the combination of this 

information that can allow the position of individual amino acids to be 

identified. The amount of sequence information obtainable varies from one 
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peptide to another, although peptides of molecular weight 2500 tend to give 

the most useful information.  

There are three types of bond that can give rise to fragmentation within an 

amino acid backbone and so the peptide backbone. The bonds capable of 

fragmentation are: NH-CH, CH-O and CO-NH. 

 
 


